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“To integrate, or not to integrate?”

- NOT Shakespeare
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Aim

The goal of the project is to develop a holistic framework that utilises the inter-sectorial focus of cultural heritage research while addressing all of the aspects which it entails, from tangible objects to intangible content.
Work Package Flowchart

WP1: Cultural Heritage Requirements and Metadata

WP2: Scalable Data Acquisition in CH

WP3: Data pre/post processing, Computer Vision & computational geometry

WP4: Semantic, Symbolic & Conceptual Representation

WP5: Digital Cultural Heritage e-Services

WP6: Cloud Services in Digital Cultural Heritage

WP7: Dissemination, Outreach, Exploitation and Standardization Actions
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Case Studies

Asinou Church, Cyprus

Donaustauf Castle, Germany

Ilmendorf Archaeological Site, Germany

Carnuntum Archaeological Park, Austria

Asinou Church, Cyprus
UNESCO World Heritage Site

Constructed in 12th century

Previously documented and investigated
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Web Portal
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Donaustauf Castle, Germany
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Data Acquisition

Riegl VZ-2000
Visit with Site Historian
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HDR Imaging

Ilmendorf Archaeological Site
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Belt Plate Reconstruction (draft)
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Carnuntum Archaeological Site
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Conclusions